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About Solar Return Report
A Solar Return chart is an astrology chart calculated for the moment when the Sun returns to

its exact natal position. It is a powerful technique for examining the themes and issues that

will arise for you during your solar year - the year that runs from birthday to birthday. Often

the turning point represented by your birthday time of the year brings a new phase of your

life into existence, and the Solar Return chart helps you to examine this new perspective on

your life and what your year may bring.

Astrology is the study of the effects of planetary forces upon man. It is not fortune telling. It is

one of the best methods for man to learn about who he is, where he came from and where

he is going. Astrology reveals CHARACTER and character is destiny. If man can change his

character, then man will have changed his destiny. The main uses of astrology are diagnosis

of health and sickness, character analysis, vocational guidance, analysis of children's

horoscopes so as to give parents a better idea as to how best to raise their children, and

analysis of the compatibilities between people.
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Legends For Natal Chart

QQ = Sun

WW= Moon

EE= Mercury

TT= Mars

RR= Venus

YY= Jupiter

MM= Chiron

U= Saturn

I= Uranus

O= Neptune

P= Pluto

{= Node

`= Lilith

<= Part Of Fortune

a= Aries

s= Taurus

d= Gemini

f= Cancer

g= Leo

h= Virgo

j= Libra

k= Scorpio

l= Sagittarius

z= Capricorn

x= Aquarius

c= Pisces
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53N40, 23E49
+3:00

Tropical
Placidus House
True Node
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Planetary Position

Planet Degree House Retro

QQ Sun 00° c (Pis) 06'26" House 10 -

WW Moon 10° l (Sag) 49'28" House 6 -

EE Mercury 18° x (Aqu) 09'50" House 9 -

RR Venus 15° z (Cap) 24'49" House 8 -

TT Mars 17° l (Sag) 06'22" House 6 -

YY Jupiter 04° l (Sag) 53'47" House 6 -

UU Saturn 16° s (Tau) 41'43" House 12 -

II Uranus 13° j (Lib) 06'14" House 5 R

OO Neptune 03° l (Sag) 00'55" House 6 -

PP Pluto 29° h (Vir) 05'58" House 5 R

<< Part of Fortune 09° a (Ari) 28'36" House 11 -

{{ Node 23° x (Aqu) 20'38" House 10 R

MM Chiron 07° a (Ari) 34'44" House 11 -

`̀ Lilith 18° h (Vir) 43'45" House 4 -

ZZ Ascendant 28° d (Gem) 45'33" House 1 -

DC Descendant 28° l (Sag) 45'33" House 7 -

XX Mid Heaven 20° x (Aqu) 06'56" House 10 -

IC Imum Coeli 20° g (Leo) 06'56" House 4 -
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Natal House Cusps

House Degree

AC (Ascendant) 28° d (Gemini) 45'33"

House 2 14° f (Cancer) 21'53"

House 3 00° g (Leo) 16'31"

House 4 20° g (Leo) 06'56"

House 5 19° h (Virgo) 52'50"

House 6 08° k (Scorpio) 26'40"

House 7 28° l (Sagittarius) 45'33"

House 8 14° z (Capricorn) 21'53"

House 9 00° x (Aquarius) 16'31"

MC (Midheaven) 20° x (Aquarius) 06'56"

House 11 19° c (Pisces) 52'50"

House 12 08° s (Taurus) 26'40"

NOTE - PLACIDUS SYSTEM OF HOUSE DIVISION IS USED.
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Solar Return 2020 - 21
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Solar Return Planets Position

Planet Degree House Retro

QQ Sun 00° c (Pis) 06'26" House 11 -

WW Moon 11° z (Cap) 06'49" House 9 -

EE Mercury 12° c (Pis) 26'36" House 12 R

RR Venus 13° a (Ari) 20'21" House 12 -

TT Mars 01° z (Cap) 56'52" House 9 -

YY Jupiter 17° z (Cap) 29'39" House 10 -

UU Saturn 27° z (Cap) 04'39" House 10 -

II Uranus 03° s (Tau) 18'17" House 12 -

OO Neptune 17° c (Pis) 42'45" House 12 -

PP Pluto 23° z (Cap) 58'23" House 10 -

<< Part of Fortune 17° c (Pis) 48'47" House 12 -

{{ Node 05° f (Can) 37'41" House 3 R

MM Chiron 03° a (Ari) 22'30" House 12 -

`̀ Lilith 02° a (Ari) 34'36" House 12 -

ZZ Ascendant 06° s (Tau) 48'24" House 1 -

DC Descendant 06° k (Sco) 48'24" House 7 -

XX Mid Heaven 13° z (Cap) 47'43" House 10 -

IC Imum Coeli 13° f (Can) 47'43" House 4 -
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Solar Return House Cusp

House Degree

AC (Ascendant) 06° s (Taurus) 48'24"

House 2 08° d (Gemini) 35'38"

House 3 27° d (Gemini) 14'58"

House 4 13° f (Cancer) 47'43"

House 5 03° g (Leo) 06'60"

House 6 03° h (Virgo) 40'08"

House 7 06° k (Scorpio) 48'24"

House 8 08° l (Sagittarius) 35'38"

House 9 27° l (Sagittarius) 14'58"

MC (Midheaven) 13° z (Capricorn) 47'43"

House 11 03° x (Aquarius) 06'60"

House 12 03° c (Pisces) 40'08"

NOTE - PLACIDUS SYSTEM OF HOUSE DIVISION IS USED.
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Solar Return Ascendant in Taurus s

This is a money year when you are able to improve your financial security, get a raise or

move to a job with better financial prospects or more job security. This is a good time to

grow your business organically and often hard work and diligence is enough to produce

excellent results and better financial performance.

Making a major purchase of a car, jewelry, gold or another asset could be part of

your year and you may attend auctions or spend a great deal of time looking through

catalogues to research a considered purchase for yourself or your business.

A solar return ascendant in Taurus can lead to some passivity, there is a need to foster

stability and avoid doing things that add uncertainty and risk to your life. You are likely

to avoid conflict and to focus on your core competencies rather than exploring and

developing new talents. This is not an adventurous year, however it’s one where, if you

desire, you can make solid and steady progress on practical matters, meaning you will

have a lot to show for your efforts at the end of the year. It may be year when not much

happens as Taurus can generate an easy going and even lazy vibe, and you may not feel

the impetus to doing anything ground breaking.

Realism and tenacity are hallmarks of your attitude this year, you can also be quite

obstinate and so you are no push over, when you make up your mind you will dig

your heels in. It’s a year when you can form solid new friendships which can bring you

happiness and also be useful in terms of your business ventures.

Health issues may include weight gain and you should avoid cream, ice-cream and other

dairy products as these increase your susceptibility to tonsillitis and throat infections

which come along with a Taurus influence. If you enjoy sweet foods and eating, you may

struggle to keep to a calorie restricted diet.

This is a very helpful solar return ascendant if you need to fulfil obligations and have a

specific goal in mind, as you can be pragmatic and consistent about the way you go about

your goals. It's also a lovely ascendant to have if you need to deal with people, plan social
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events and make friends in new situations.

EASTERN HEMISPHERE ANALYSIS

The eastern hemisphere includes houses 1-3 and 10-12.

It's all about you and how you can have an impact on your world. However, you may

choose to exert your power or not, that will be down to other influences, the point

remains, the power is in your hands.

It can be an exciting year when you can open new doors for yourself and you can act

independently without having to wait for approval or a green light from others. It’s a time

when you can make a breakthrough or set out a new stall.

This is a time to fully acknowledge your potential and stop looking for excuses or waiting

for assistance; be assertive and take the leap, as your faith will carry your through. It’s

often a year where you feel a higher level of motivation, but not necessarily so as a

great deal of frustration and inner confusion may be the first set of emotions that you

experience before the resolve to make changes arrives

You may be impulsive and uncompromising, however often being selfish is important

during some phases of our lives to avoid stagnation and excessive yielding to the needs

of others. It’s a good time to change your image and make a great first impression. You

may think more about branding for your business, your logo, your resume or jazzing up

your website or social media profiles.

Test yourself, try new things and broaden your view of what is possible this year. New

relationships that may become significant next year are possible.

SOUTHERN HEMISPHERE ANALYSIS

The southern hemisphere includes houses 7-12, i.e. above the horizon.

If the majority of the planets are in the southern hemisphere, then the year is likely to
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have an external focus where you are more concerned about professional goals, group

activities and being seen and recognized for your work and talents. There is a need to

gain power and project it; you are attracted to management, leadership and are keen to

promote your work

The southern hemisphere emphasis indicates a concern for material success and

tangible or quantifiable results. You may enjoy travelling and being among people for the

purpose of professional advancement and expansion of opportunity. The problem with

this emphasis is that you can be overly concerned with what others think and measuring

yourself against society’s expectation rather than in terms of your own personal

priorities. It's important not to get carries away with the flow and lose yourself in the

process. Hold on to your integrity and be careful not to sacrifice too much for the sake of

success. Peer pressure and also pressure from your superiors may be more noticeable

and your ability to adapt to the demands of authority figures is tested.

The emphasis this year is more about getting ahead, there is little time for reflection and

so while you may be pleased with the ground you gain, whether this will be emotionally

fulfilling remains to be see the following year.

You may use logic and adhere to the advice of others as you are not as likely to trust

yourself and your own intuition; this may mean your follow the crowd only to get misled

by a herd mentality. If something doesn't feel right, take note, even if you are the only

one who's feeling that.

Make sure your goals make sense in the context of your life plan and don't let influential

people in your life set your agenda; it’s important to know your mind as even those who

want the best for you, may not have the answers which are right for you.

However, if you are true to yourself in pursuing aims, you can be very successful this

year in terms of career and personal goals. This is an ideal time for action, rather than

planning and so get busy and be bold.
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Solar Return Aspects Table

SR Planet Aspect Natal Planet Orb

QQ Sun r Square Y Jupiter 4.79

QQ Sun r Square O Neptune 2.91

TT Mars t Sextile Q Sun 1.84

TT Mars r Square P Pluto 2.85

EE Mercury r Square T Mars 4.66

EE Mercury r Square Y Jupiter 7.55

EE Mercury t Sextile R Venus 2.97

EE Mercury t Sextile U Saturn 4.25

EE Mercury r Square O Neptune 9.43

YY Jupiter q Conjunction R Venus 2.08

YY Jupiter e Trine U Saturn 0.8

YY Jupiter r Square I Uranus 4.39

RR Venus e Trine T Mars 3.77

RR Venus t Sextile E Mercury 4.82

RR Venus e Trine Y Jupiter 8.44

RR Venus w Opposition I Uranus 0.24

UU Saturn t Sextile Y Jupiter 7.82

UU Saturn t Sextile O Neptune 5.94

UU Saturn e Trine P Pluto 2.02
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SR Planet Aspect Natal Planet Orb

II Uranus t Sextile Q Sun 3.2

OO Neptune r Square T Mars 0.61

OO Neptune t Sextile R Venus 2.3

OO Neptune t Sextile U Saturn 1.02

PP Pluto q Conjunction R Venus 8.56

PP Pluto e Trine U Saturn 7.28

PP Pluto t Sextile O Neptune 9.04

LEGENDS FOR ASPECTS TABLE

rr Square (90°) - Challenging

qq Conjunction (0°) - Dynamic

ee Trine (120°) - Harmony

w Opposition (180°) - Tension

t Sextile(60°) - Opportunities
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Solar Return Planets

Mars in Capricorn ( TT - zz )

You will be calm and composed even under stressful situations; this will work in your

favor. You will strive hard for getting success.

This is the right time to take charge of your health, as you will be more energetic than

ever. You might get involved in some physical activity program. You may also try martial

arts in order to channelize your excess energy constructively.

You will be determined to work harder than most and make sure things are done your

way. You will get turned on by the success you get. And will remain focused throughout

the year, in order to achieve your goals.

Mercury in Pisces ( EE - cc )

Faith is your strength, you believe that anything is possible. This gives you hope and

optimism to conquer all the difficulties in life. You are likely to be more open- minded

but also very sensitive to your surroundings. Thus you should be careful of which

environments you hang around in. your imagination may take you in your own world and

disconnect you from reality. You follow your instincts more than logic or reasoning.

You have to overcome laziness, keep your mind and body active by getting involved in

some healthy exercise routine.

You are the most sensitive and compassionate person. people who are close to you, are

lucky to experience your unconditional love. but most of the times they take advantage

of your emotional and forgiving nature, they tend to take you for granted and this may

cause you lot of pain. Commit only when you are sure you can fulfill it. Otherwise you

may come across as an unreliable person. Be more careful while speaking. You can sense

feelings and thoughts of others by your intuitions.
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You will do extremely well in field of arts and literature, this is a good year for poets,

musicians, artists, singers and actors. You lack patience and sense of responsibility, these

are the areas you may have to work upon this year.

Jupiter in Capricorn ( YY - zz )

You are organized and disciplined. You will be honest and ethical, you want to become

rich but in a proper way. You may not be willing to compromise on your ethics for

success.

You are highly disciplined and this helps you to follow your strict fitness routine. You

must try some fun exercises for a change, and to add some freshness in your

monotonous life.

You tend to help your life partner in achieving their goals, you are supportive and

this makes you an amazing companion. You must be more expressive and open in

relationships. You may share a good bond with your children. Your ability to handle

the situation with maturity reduces the drama in your life. You will be able to maintain

balance in both professional and personal life.

Your incredible talent to make the best of a difficult situation will help you this year. You

may create opportunities for yourself. Your strong sense of business and incredible work

ethics will make you successful. You tend to have practical and result oriented approach.

You are more likely to achieve political, commercial or industrial success this year. Your

strong drive for power, status, dignity and importance wont let you waste your time.

Finances and materialism will also be important to you, so you should take a close look

at where your money is going, and where it could be going to benefit you most.

Venus in Aries ( RR - aa )

You are more confident and enthusiastic than ever. Your lust for life makes you

attractive. Your energy levels are too high. You tend to get over excited, try to be more

tolerant and develop patience.
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Due to your impatient and impulsive nature, it becomes impossible for you to be

consistent at your exercise routine. You may start up with a new diet plan or physical

training, but soon will tend to lose interest. Take help from some professional who will

help you stick to your routine.

This year you will be seeking for both pleasure and excitement in a relationship. Yo tend

to move away from the relation which does not offer you enough stimulation. You may

get involved into dating multiple people, and you will be getting a lot of attention from

opposite sex. Your sensuality and sexuality will practically ooze out of you, and many

amorous encounters will await you. You don't like to lose when you are competing for

someone's affections, and if you lose this can make you very irritable and moody.

You are spontaneous and believe in doing things instantly. You may have high energy

levels and enthusiasm which is infectious. You tend to lead everyone and you are a fierce

competitor. You are more impulsive, impatient and passionate… than ever. You need to

be more focused, utilize your excess energy in productive work.

Saturn in Capricorn ( UU - zz )

Your ambitions and hunger for power are your driving force this year. initially, you will

likely have issues with discipline and getting the job done on time. You'll likely experience

denial about your fears before you're really able to do much about them. you like to

follow rules. You have a need to control the surrounding before it takes control on you.

You goal will be to find a happy balance between great work and the rest of your life.

This year you tend to be more susceptible to stress related complaints. Practising

breathing exercises to relax your mind and body will be helpful. Yoga and meditation will

give favorable results to those suffering from insomnia, anxiety, Mental exhaustion and

fatigue. Be wary of eye problems and nagging ankle or foot disorders.

You may have to control your desires to have extramarital affairs. Make plans to take

your partner along with you on your foreign trips.

This year you are more focused on your work, you tend to develop workaholic
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tendencies. The more confident you are in your abilities, the better your work and your

work relationships will be. You may also have some problems with authority, both being

in power and having to report to others. You could wield quite a bit of personal power

and control, as well as be respected by others for your hard work and dedication. Beware

of heightened affinity for splurge purchases and high-living, so you may not be left with

a negative bank balance.

Uranus in Taurus ( II - ss )

You are not in favor of change. Your mental powers will be strong and stabling this year,

so don't forget to use them on your own psyche as well.

Follow healthy and nutritious diet. You may start with meditation to increase your

concentration and focus.

Your relationship with your spouse will be fulfilling and happy. Your charming personality

may attract many people this may cause your partner to get jealous. You like the

emotional security and stability which you get from your partner.

You are practical and constructive. You may need an initial push to start, but once you

get started nothing really can stop you. You may come up with innovative business ideas.

You may get success in real estate. You tend to prefer partners and organizations that

promote innovation and imagination.

Neptune in Pisces ( OO - cc )

Let your dream world and your imagination guide you along the path to enlightenment.

Just be sure you don't fall astray into the world of escapism. Though you might enjoy

yourself there, you will not fully complete yourself until you leave the physical realm

behind your entirely.

Don’t ignore your health. Be consistent in whatever you do. Follow a healthy lifestyle.

You are an exceptionally compassionate and caring soul. You tend to be selfless and
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want to serve others. In a relationship you tend to be forgiving and self sacrificing, these

qualities make you attractive. People may also take advantage of your soft heart and take

you for granted. Be careful before making any new connections.

The most real feelings of brotherhood and sisterhood will come to you this year when

you are able to develop a genuine empathy for all creatures on earth. You will feel

something of a craving to get out and help those in need as much as possible, and that's

one craving you should certainly give in to. Volunteer at homeless shelters, children's

organizations, hospitals, etc. -- anything that will leave you satisfied with the work you've

done. You may become a successful philanthropist. You like to express yourself with art

and drama. Good year for artists, writers , poets and actors.

Pluto in Capricorn ( PP - zz )

You are well organized and constructive. You may establish your own authority this

year. You may have high ambitions, but you prefer moving ahead step by step. You are

disciplined and believe in planning. Your mission for the year will be a total overhaul of

all the outmoded forms of society that can no longer measure up or function as they're

supposed to.

You tend to follow your daily routine religiously. You may be very consistent when it

comes to exercising. You will achieve your fitness goals by year end.

You tend to express less, your partner may expect more emotional involvement from

you in relationship. You may resolve the conflicts with patience. Be more open and

straightforward and less diplomatic while dealing with your loved ones.

This year is good for politicians. You may focus on raising your social status. You are more

likely to get promoted at work. This will increase your confidence. you'll actually be on

the path to breaking up some of society's most useless structures, which involve placing

power in a small minority. Your goal is to work your way into that minority and try to

break it up from the inside.
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Solar Return Aspects Report

SR Sun Square With Natal Jupiter
Challenging 4.79 QQ rr YY

This year you may have to learn to control your desires.You'll want to keep everything

under control, as you'll have a tendency to bite off quite a bit more than you can chew

this year. All aspects of your life could suffer from this inability to know when to stop.

On the more positive side, you'll have loads of energy, and you'll be able to accomplish

many great tasks and projects. Careerwise, as long as you don't upset your boss or

coworkers with a know-it-all attitude, you could experience incredible success.It's going

to be awfully tempting for you to just keep on keepin on with something, past the point of

positive returns. You need to pay attention to just how much work you do actually need

to do.Hard as this may be, you're going to have to listen to your loved ones. Just because

you think you know everything doesn't mean you actually do, and it's very possible

that they'll have some worthwhile insight into your activities. Remember that excess of

everything is bad, you have to have boundaries. And it's not that difficult to be within the

boundaries, and yet to live a fulfilling life which is more balanced.

SR Sun Square With Natal Neptune
Challenging 2.91 QQ rr OO

This year everything in your world will be shifting and moving, making you wish you could

just escape from it all. Change will freak you out. You have to learn to accept the change

and understand that the stability you crave for will come to you from within. You yourself

can be your support system. Unfortunately, throughout the year, that will be made more

difficult, as the harder to try to get a grip on current situations, the harder they'll be to

grasp. You'll have to be your own rock . Tempting as drugs or alcohol may be, they'll only

cause you even more problems. If you need to escape, visit your own imagination; create

a world of your own into which you can disappear when things just get too complicated.
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Or, if that doesn't work for you, try something easier like going to a movie or taking a

short trip.Romance will also be difficult now. Since your understanding of yourself and

your world is inaccurate, and you don't really see others for who they are, it will be

challenging for you to relate to them. Remember that there must be some boundaries

between you and others in order for the relationship to work out. Your best bet is to take

many personal retreats so you have plenty of time for spend time alone and look within.

SR Mars Sextile With Natal Sun
Opportunities 1.84 TT tt QQ

This year you may have enough self confidence to face any challenges in life. You will

have strength and courage to stand up for yourself.You just have to be more thoughtful

about your partner, and make some small changes considering your partner's comfort

and happiness. You will be surprised to see the positive impact this has on your

relationship.your partner may acknowledge your efforts and respond in similar ways.

Your increased self confidence will be attractive, and will work wonders for your sex

life.Your elevated confidence helps you to build strong professional connections. You are

likely to achieve success, if you take help from your coworkers and use your relations

to your benefit.Your energy levels will be high and help you stay focused. You may get

involved in some fitness program and work on improving your stamina.

SR Mars Square With Natal Pluto
Challenging 2.85 TT rr PP

This year you have to learn to free yourself and let things take their own natural course.

The more you try to control something, the less control you'll have. Nonetheless, you will

be relentless when it comes to attempting to achieve absolute control.That will be your

goal, and you will go to any dark and dangerous means necessary to try to satisfy your

lust for power. Using devious measures and manipulation to get your way may seem

like a good idea at the time, but this will ultimately lead you into trouble from which

you'll have a hard time escaping. Don't think for a moment that control in a romantic
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relationship is anything to strive for. You'll easily confuse anger with passion, and the

result could be that you end up alone. In fact, going it alone may be your best solution

this year. There are some deep and dark roads to self-discovery you need to head down,

and the fewer people you take with you, the better of you'll all be in the end.

SR Mercury Square With Natal Mars
Challenging 4.66 EE rr TT

This year you have to learn to control your aggression. You are becoming a loaded gun

just waiting to go off. It's almost like you're hoping a fight will come your way; and if it

doesn't, you may try to go find one. Those you love will eagerly await your next birthday,

hoping that this aggressiveness will finally dissipate. Their hopes will be fulfilled -- it will.

But you can take action throughout the year to make this a little easier on both yourself

and those around you.To start you must pay closer attention to what's going on around

you and what you say. Your harsh and unnecessary reactions may come across as very

brutal and harsh to those who are on receiving end. If your sweetheart just turns and

walks away after one of your verbal lashings, then you've gone too far and need to

apologize. Avoid making situations worse with careless comments or bragging. And when

it comes to love, you must remember to step away from your emotions and move toward

your thoughts. You'll be full of passion, but if you don't harness it properly, it could head

off in the wrong direction. Feel through your emotions to find those that are positive, and

only then should you allow them to your surface for your partner. Don't just look before

you leap; make a really thorough search of the entire area, from what you think to what

you say to how you say it.

SR Mercury Square With Natal Jupiter
Challenging 7.55 EE rr YY

You will have clarity of vision, which is first step in goal setting. You will know exactly what

you want and will plan accordingly. This will lead to a better future. There won't be any

confusion in your mind and you will come across as a more sorted individual. Throughout
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the year, you'll notice that you're tempted to resort to such fanciful descriptions of

yourself and your life, but you'll need to avoid that temptation. No one is impressed by

falsehoods, and they could just come back to bite you if you're not careful.Instead, try to

focus on exactly what's really happening around you.There's no need for exaggerating or

bragging, and in the end these could hurt you more than help.You'll also discover that

you can get further if you spend a little extra time with your mouth closed and your ears

open. Much as you love the sound of your own voice, your superiors and loved ones will

appreciate your attempts to really hear what they have to say. Even better will be just

how much you can learn from listening to others. Instead of sharing your future plans

with your loved ones you can directly start acting on them. Let them appreciate you for

the result which you achieve.

SR Mercury Sextile With Natal Venus
Opportunities 2.97 EE tt RR

This year people will find your way of talking more entertaining or persuasive. You will

know exactly what to say and how to say it. . As you should be trying to keep the lines

of communication as open as possible with as many people as possible, this ease of

understanding will prove quite beneficial. Job associations and other relationships will

flow more smoothly, and your ability to form new acquaintances will reach a high point.

When it comes to your love life, you will be able to convey your deepest emotions

easily. Keep your emotions flowing openly and get creative with your dates -- poetry

readings and museums will grab you now, and they always have just the perfect touch

of romance.you'll be so good at saying what that special someone wants to hear. Just

make sure you don't spend so much time talking that you forget to listen.Your quality of

forceful or persuasive expressiveness, will help you in all walks of life. You'll easily make

sense of other people's ideas, confusing or otherwise In fact, schmoozing, negotiating

and diplomacy are skills you'll master this year.
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SR Mercury Sextile With Natal Saturn
Opportunities 4.25 EE tt UU

This year you will be firm and obstinate in your opinions, you will be more determined to

get the job done. You will be ready to face every difficult situation and all the oppositions

coming your way.This will be made more powerful by the fact that you'll only apply

yourself to projects that really are worth all that trouble.As you take on more projects

and begin pestering people more to get the information you need, remember to call

upon your own personal experiences for dealing with others. Your mind will absorb and

organize the new information well, and the simple transfer of knowledge is enough to

make you happy now. If you enjoy sharing your knowledge with those who need it,you

might want to consider teaching a class yourself. If that doesn't work out, try taking a

class instead. Consider how you respond to requests, and also offer up some advice to

help with items other people are trying to cross of their lists -- your assistance will make

them much more interested in helping you in return.

SR Mercury Square With Natal Neptune
Challenging 9.43 EE rr OO

If the reality around you seems a downer sometimes, it's absolutely fine to engage your

mind in your dream world. You may not be able to focus on your goals this year. Utilize

this time to flourish your imagination and make productive use of your creativity. Your

mind will keep wandering throughout the year from one idea to another. which will

create lot of confusion in your life. Your world will be filled with miscommunications,

which will lead you to become as flakey as ever. You'll also tend to be more forgetful than

usual, which will just add to the flakiness. You might just want to warn everyone right

from the start that they need to be prepared for this, so they don't get too frustrated.

It would also be wise for you to get a calendar that you'll look at frequently and write

all of your plans in only that one calendar.Your dream world will also be a cause of

confusion for you. You'll find you have a hard time connecting to your dreams, and both

remembering and understanding them will be a challenge. At the same time, it'll be easy
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for you to get lost in your daydreams and you could have difficulties finding your way

back to reality. This chaos of the mind might tempt you to consider alternative forms of

escape. If that includes watching a movie or reading a fictional story, then go for it -- these

will enhance your imagination and give you a respite from reality. Just be sure to avoid

turning to drugs or alcohol, as they'll only make the situation worse.

SR Jupiter Conjunction With Natal Venus
Dynamic 2.08 YY qq RR

This year will be one of luck for you as everything you can think of will work out to

your advantage.From romance to work to friendship to family, your relationships will be

strong and successful. You will attract all the right people. Love will come easily to you.

If you're currently with someone, the partnership will go smoothly, and you'll each get

along well. Not seeing anyone special? Well, if you want that to change, it probably will,

and relationships that begin this year are likely to do quite well and could last for a very

long time.The most important thing to take away from this year, will be that much of

your 'luck' will actually be your perception of the world. You may land the career of your

dreams because you believed in yourself, and you went out and took the initiative to get

that job. Or you could just get stuck in a traffic jam and feel happy that you have more

time to yourself. The luck you experience will usually be nothing more than the positive

spin you put on everything.

SR Jupiter Trine With Natal Saturn
Harmony 0.8 YY ee UU

Life goals are almost always in a state of flux as we consider what we really can and

can't accomplish. These next few months may be a bit different for you, though, as you

will begin to realize that you have the ability to initiate and achieve any goal you set for

yourself. Your eyes will be a big as saucers taking in every option, but your mind will

be sharp as a nail picking through every detail and making anything you set your sights

on a possibility.The only real problem you'll face will be your tendency to just accept
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things as they are. Why bother fixing what ain't broke, right? Maybe. Or maybe there's

something even better out there for you and its rewards will far exceed the effort you put

into getting there. You have the potential to bring to life any reality you desire, especially

when it comes to work and finances, so make sure you don't let a bit of laziness here and

there prevent you from reaching a higher level of success. When you are able to motivate

yourself, you'll see the results flow over into the rest of your society. So, be receptive to

new ideas and new areas of development, and above all, don't settle for less than you

truly want.

SR Jupiter Square With Natal Uranus
Challenging 4.39 YY rr II

If rebellion taken too far, it might risk your chance at a progressed future . This year,

you're probably going to want to take your radical side a bit too far. You may even

find yourself messing up opportunities that are presented to you because you're too

concerned about maintaining your autonomy. These types of problems will continue

until you can learn to understand your rebellious side and why you have such a strong

desire to move in the opposite direction of the crowd.Just the thought of being restricted

will leave you feeling cold, but if you're not careful, your need for independence could

leave you even more restricted. If you go speeding down the highway and get ticket after

ticket, you could lose your license. By proving that you can't be restricted by speed limits,

you'll have actually lost the freedom that driving a car offers. The tradeoff for this or any

other attempt to prove your independence probably isn't worth it. Try to keep a close

eye on your behavior, and when you see yourself going overboard, stop and ask yourself

why. If you can put an end to the cycle of self-sabotage, you can actually start to move

forward in your quest for freedom

SR Venus Trine With Natal Mars
Harmony 3.77 RR ee TT

This year will be a magical time for love, passion, romance and sex. If you're already
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with someone, things will work out smoothly.You'll get along with each other well, and

you'll be able to just go with the flow, no matter what comes up. That said, you'll also

find that the relationship is full of passion, with the perfect blend of soft romance and

fiery aggression. You two will certainly enjoy each other this year.Not with someone?

That probably won't last long. This is a year of love for you, and you'll practically ooze

romantic energy. An extremely strong magnetic force field will attach itself to you, and it

will become impossible for you to not attract people. In fact, pretty much all you have to

do is go stand outside and wait for someone to come up and ask you out. There's also

a very good chance that someone you meet this year could turn into a very long-lasting

relationship.But there's more to the coming year than just romance. Your creative skills

will reach new heights, and they'll help you find unique solutions to any problem -- as

long as you can keep yourself motivated and at the peak of performance. If you do start

to feel lethargic, force yourself to get out and do something fun. Remaining active will be

important.

SR Venus Sextile With Natal Mercury
Opportunities 4.82 RR tt EE

This year people will find your way of talking more entertaining or persuasive. You will

know exactly what to say and how to say it. . As you should be trying to keep the lines

of communication as open as possible with as many people as possible, this ease of

understanding will prove quite beneficial. Job associations and other relationships will

flow more smoothly, and your ability to form new acquaintances will reach a high point.

When it comes to your love life, you will be able to convey your deepest emotions

easily. Keep your emotions flowing openly and get creative with your dates -- poetry

readings and museums will grab you now, and they always have just the perfect touch

of romance.you'll be so good at saying what that special someone wants to hear. Just

make sure you don't spend so much time talking that you forget to listen.Your quality of

forceful or persuasive expressiveness, will help you in all walks of life. You'll easily make

sense of other people's ideas, confusing or otherwise In fact, schmoozing, negotiating
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and diplomacy are skills you'll master this year.

SR Venus Trine With Natal Jupiter
Harmony 8.44 RR ee YY

This year brings lot of mental peace and stability in your life which you crave for. You

will be in a happy place. You will seek pleasure in doing simple things.You've got a

wonderfully pleasant year ahead of you. You'll have plenty of opportunities for romance,

either improving one you're already in or starting a new relationship. Although you

may not experience anything that's amazingly great, you'll feel comfortable and content

with where you are in life. The only downside to this will be that you could become so

satisfied you tend toward laziness and are unlikely to motivate yourself to reach your

full potential. Turn to your creative side for inspiration, as you'll appreciate all forms of

art, both of your own creation and of others. You may also develop a predisposition for

overindulgence. For the most part, you're going to enjoy the year and come out of it

feeling refreshed and revitalized.

SR Venus Opposition With Natal Uranus
Tension 0.24 RR ww II

Do you want a relationship, or do you want your freedom? If you're in a relationship

now, or if you start one within the year, you'll be torn between trying to create real

intimacy and escaping to independence. If you really want love to prevail, you'll have

to resist the urge to jump ship as soon as things get even a little complicated. It may

be tempting to detach yourself emotionally, but you won't get anywhere romantically if

you can't connect with your partner.All other aspects of your life will be a bit rocky as

well, though not necessarily in a bad way. Your values will be up in the air, and you'll

question everything you do, wondering if you've gone to far -- or if maybe you can push

that envelope just a touch further. You'll face more commitment issues at work as you

consider just how worthwhile that job really is. Financially, you may start to run into some

trouble if you can't control your impulse buying, but then again, a spontaneous purchase
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on occasion can feel pretty good. Ultimately, you're going to have to allow yourself to be

who you are. Your choices may seem more unusual than normal, but go with it, and just

see what happens.

SR Saturn Sextile With Natal Jupiter
Opportunities 7.82 UU tt YY

Personal growth in the prime factor of your life . It's about taking what you've learned and

expanding on that to make things better for the future. If ever there was a time for you

to dive right in and get started on the plan to improve yourself and your future, this year

is it. Theoretically, you should try identify every growth opportunity that comes before

you, but in reality, every single experience is just that opportunity. Use this knowledge

and it will help you bring a positive influence to any and all aspects of your life.It will be

up to you to motivate yourself to open the doors that will bring you a better future, and

fortunately, you'll have the skills to do just that. You'll have a grasp of the details you'll

need to work through in order turn your dreams into reality. Your strong understanding

of your place in society will be a major component in just how far you can go -- which will

be quite far, if you put your mind to it. You will have the creative ability to imagine the

best life possible, and you will be able to accept the responsibility of seeing that come to

life. Ultimately, your power to see everything to completion will be your greatest strength

and ally.

SR Saturn Sextile With Natal Neptune
Opportunities 5.94 UU tt OO

From this birthday until next your spiritual world and material world will start to blend

beautifully and they will continue to intermingle well throughout the year. This will

be a pleasant, thoughtful experience as you'll likely become much more reflective and

introspective. It's an excellent opportunity to develop a stronger understanding of your

place in this world.Creative urges will be plentiful, but they won't be enough; you'll

need to pull out whatever utensil you prefer, be it pen, brush, computer, hammer or
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something else, and turn your ideas into reality. Don't just turn to your imagination for

escape, but use it as a guide to help you maneuver through this world. You may notice

you're more cautious than usual because you're afraid that the ideals you dream up

couldn't possibly come true in real life. Quite frankly, you'll be right. True perfection is

impossible, and one of the lessons you'll need to learn this year will be that it's okay to

accept something in an as-good-as-it-can-be state rather than holding out for an ideal

that will never happen. You'll have the ability to make some amazing headway with your

life as long as you don't let any fears of imperfection (or anything else) hold you back.

SR Saturn Trine With Natal Pluto
Harmony 2.02 UU ee PP

The inner you is one mysterious person which you should get to know!You know what

your major goals are. You know what your greatest skills and weaknesses are. Or do

you? There's a lot more to you than meets the eye, and that's true for more than just

the people who don't know you. There's a lot going on beneath the surface that even

you don't know about, but, fortunately, this is your year to discover who you are on all

levels.Psychologically, you'll be very strong, and you'll intuitively know what's right and

wrong for your life. You'll be ambitious, and you'll know which directions you should

take to get the most bang for your buck. Develop this talent by diving in to your inner

self; try yoga, meditation or therapy to discover who you truly are on the inside. With

this knowledge, you'll be able to take your other skills and amplify them. Your career

could blossom with your newfound understanding of yourself -- you'll be able to turn

your ambitions into action as you determine just which areas will bring about the most

success. Just be sure you don't let your beliefs in yourself override your willingness to

listen to authority: Too much cockiness will hinder your performance, not help it.

SR Uranus Sextile With Natal Sun
Opportunities 3.2 II tt QQ

Change will manifest itself subtly in so many ways, that you may not even notice. You
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are blessed with some impressive creative abilities, and you may utilise them for your

benefit.Use this skill to take stock of the world around you and figure out how to make

it even better. You will see big improvements by making some small changes in your

life. You may meet some new like minded people who will help you explore life. Make

travel plans to exotic locations , you never know from where you may derive inspiration

to channelize your creativity. You may come up with amazing ideas, which you may

implement to bring huge positive change in your life.Your love life is likely to improve, as

well, if you use the same techniques. Heck, that checker may just be single or have a cute

single friend. If you are already attached, your lover will appreciate a new approach to

romance and dating.Because your mind is so sharp, though, you'll want to keep a close

eye on what you say; your words can cut if they're said without thought. For the most

part, your biggest challenge will just be bringing your crazy ideas into this world, and then

taking the next step of turning them into something tangible. This will be an exciting year

with lots of great opportunities!

SR Neptune Square With Natal Mars
Challenging 0.61 OO rr TT

Whenever you go out this year, you'll be susceptible to just about any sales pitch, and

you could have a hard time knowing which end is up by the time some of these people

are done with you. This may be because you don't know exactly what you want. That

doesn't include only people trying to sell you a product. Anyone with an agenda, from

door-to-door salespeople to your boss to your significant other, will be trying -- and likely

succeeding -- to confuse you into submission.This will anger you to no end, but will you

know how to use your anger to get your way? You may attempt passive-aggression,

and that will work sometimes, but more often than not, you'll simply make it easier for

someone else to get their way. Even your own fantasies will take over your life, as you'll

move into your dream world in an effort to avoid the troubles of reality. In the long run

though, this will only make everything more difficult. You're going to need to learn to

toughen up and put your foot down. Only when you're able to stand back from the crowd
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and believe that you're capable of making your own decisions about your life will you

truly be able to do just that.

SR Neptune Sextile With Natal Venus
Opportunities 2.3 OO tt RR

This year you will be more clear about your own needs, and you'll intuitively know

what those around you seek as well. There's a beauty to be found in everyone, and

you'll see it instantly in anyone you come across.Thus, finding a romantic partner will

be surprisingly easy, or you could see something new and pleasant in someone you're

already with. Either way, love will work out well for you this year.Your imagination

will be alive and strong and most visible in the realm of the unknown -- the mystical

world, the dream world, etc. If you allow this to manifest itself in some sort of art

form, your creations will be striking with their hint of something unreal. You're going to

have a very strong connection with the mysterious side of life, as you'll be one of the

few people who can actually see past what's real and tangible into the unseen world

that surrounds us. Whether that includes something more mystical and spiritual, or

something psychological will simply be a matter of preference. Whatever direction you

take, you can be sure that you'll come out of these next 12 months wiser and more attune

to the world around you.

SR Neptune Sextile With Natal Saturn
Opportunities 1.02 OO tt UU

From this birthday until next your spiritual world and material world will start to blend

beautifully and they will continue to intermingle well throughout the year. This will

be a pleasant, thoughtful experience as you'll likely become much more reflective and

introspective. It's an excellent opportunity to develop a stronger understanding of your

place in this world.Creative urges will be plentiful, but they won't be enough; you'll

need to pull out whatever utensil you prefer, be it pen, brush, computer, hammer or

something else, and turn your ideas into reality. Don't just turn to your imagination for
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escape, but use it as a guide to help you maneuver through this world. You may notice

you're more cautious than usual because you're afraid that the ideals you dream up

couldn't possibly come true in real life. Quite frankly, you'll be right. True perfection is

impossible, and one of the lessons you'll need to learn this year will be that it's okay to

accept something in an as-good-as-it-can-be state rather than holding out for an ideal

that will never happen. You'll have the ability to make some amazing headway with your

life as long as you don't let any fears of imperfection (or anything else) hold you back.

SR Pluto Conjunction With Natal Venus
Dynamic 8.56 PP qq RR

Your sexual energy is sky high, your sensuality will practically ooze out of every pore.

You will enjoy everyone's attention. It will be hard for others to ignore your presence.

Everyone will be attracted towards you.Relationships will be exciting, with you holding

the reigns, but you'll have to watch out for jealousy and other power-plays that could

leave your partner feeling used.There will be a dark side to your personality, and if you're

not careful, you may leave a trail of shocked people in your wake. You might want to

think about what you're about to say before you say it, and keep an eye of the faces of

those you're talking to -- if their expressions start to change for the worse, it's time to

quiet down and let someone else take over the conversation. If you can take some of this

darker sexual energy and put it towards some other area of your life, like your career,

you could see amazing results. It will be all about finding an appropriate outlet for your

passion and drive.

SR Pluto Trine With Natal Saturn
Harmony 7.28 PP ee UU

The inner you is one mysterious person which you should get to know!You know what

your major goals are. You know what your greatest skills and weaknesses are. Or do

you? There's a lot more to you than meets the eye, and that's true for more than just

the people who don't know you. There's a lot going on beneath the surface that even
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you don't know about, but, fortunately, this is your year to discover who you are on all

levels.Psychologically, you'll be very strong, and you'll intuitively know what's right and

wrong for your life. You'll be ambitious, and you'll know which directions you should

take to get the most bang for your buck. Develop this talent by diving in to your inner

self; try yoga, meditation or therapy to discover who you truly are on the inside. With

this knowledge, you'll be able to take your other skills and amplify them. Your career

could blossom with your newfound understanding of yourself -- you'll be able to turn

your ambitions into action as you determine just which areas will bring about the most

success. Just be sure you don't let your beliefs in yourself override your willingness to

listen to authority: Too much cockiness will hinder your performance, not help it.

SR Pluto Sextile With Natal Neptune
Opportunities 9.04 PP tt OO

The cycle of life says that something must die in order for more life to go on. This

could be something traumatic like a mother dying in childbirth, but that's extremely

rare compared to all the other little things that occur by the millions every day. A piece

of rotten fruit in a field provides nutrients to animals passing by or the soil below it.A

caterpillar turns into a butterfly. Even you getting rid of old clothes to make room for new

ones falls under this category. Change and transformation are simply processes of life,

and ones that we deal with every day.This year, however, you'll be more sensitive to the

transformations that occur, and they'll become a part of who you are. It will likely be a

very spiritual time for you, as you will begin to question all that goes on around you. Just

what is the reason for our cyclical behavior? How can one concept apply to every aspect

of life (e.g. for every action there is an opposite and equal reaction)? These questions

and many others will plague you as you make a transition from simply accepting the

world around you, to really seeing its complexities and wondering if a powerful being is

in charge, or if everything just fell into place somehow, like a well-oiled machine.
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